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Women Wanted to Run the Health Centers
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Consultation for MOH
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CLAS Communities for Health Administration
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President Fujimori Running for Re-Election
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Health Center Taken over by Women
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Quechua Woman Doctor Hired
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Iquitos on Amazon
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Health Center Expands
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Ambulance by Boat
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Amazon
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Tacna, a Town on the Border with Chile
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Community Activities—Basketball
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Women’s CLAS Committee
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CLAS Expansion Became a Problem
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Ex-Director General of WHO
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Promotora Leader
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North Peru—Trujillo
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High Andes—Blowgun
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Meetings with High Officials
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Expansion to 37% of Health Centers in Peru
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Scale Squared Health Centers
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Rondero Organization in Huanuco
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Go beyond Health to Protect Environment
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Amazon Again
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